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Abstract
Obesity is associated with altered responses to food stimuli in prefrontal brain networks
that mediate inhibitory control of ingestive behavior. In particular, activity of the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) is reduced in obese compared to normal-weight
subjects and has been linked to the success of weight-loss dietary interventions. In a
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randomized controlled trial in overweight/obese subjects, we investigated the effect on
eating behavior of volitional up-regulation of dlPFC activity via real-time functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) neurofeedback training.

Thirty-eight overweight or obese subjects (BMI 25-40 kg/m²) took part in fMRI
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neurofeedback training with the aim of increasing activity of the left dlPFC (dlPFC group;
n=17) or of the visual cortex (VC/control group; n=21). Participants were blinded to group
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assignment. The training session took place on a single day and included three training
runs of six trials of up-regulation and passive viewing. Food appraisal and snack intake
were assessed at screening, after training, and in a follow-up session four weeks later.
Participants of both groups succeeded in up-regulating activity of the targeted brain
area. However, participants of the control group also showed increased left dlPFC activity
during up-regulation. Functional connectivity between dlPFC and ventromedial PFC, an
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area that processes food value, was generally increased during up-regulation compared to
passive viewing. At follow-up compared to baseline, both groups rated pictures of high-,
but not low-calorie foods as less palatable and chose them less frequently. Actual snack
intake remained unchanged but palatability and choice ratings for chocolate cookies

EP

decreased after training.

We demonstrate that one session of fMRI neurofeedback training enables
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individuals with increased body weight to up-regulate activity of the left dlPFC.
Behavioral effects were observed in both groups, which might have been due to dlPFC coactivation in the control group and, in addition, unspecific training effects. Improved
dlPFC-vmPFC functional connectivity furthermore suggested enhanced food intake-related
control mechanisms. Neurofeedback training might support therapeutic strategies aiming at
improved self-control in obesity, although the respective contribution of area-specific
mechanisms and general regulation effects is in need of further investigation.

Keywords: Real-time functional magnetic resonance imaging, neurofeedback, overweight,
obesity, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, eating behavior.
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1 Introduction
Obesity is currently one of the major global health concerns. According to estimates based
on data from 195 countries (Ashfin et al., 2017), 108 million children and 604 million
adults were obese in 2015, and the prevalence of obesity has doubled in more than
70 countries and increased in most other countries since 1980. In Germany, almost 25% of
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the population are obese, and in 2008, direct and indirect costs attributed to excess body
weight amounted to € 16.8 billion (Lehnert et al., 2013). Obesity and associated diseases
like type 2 diabetes, metabolic syndrome, cardiovascular diseases and certain cancers
(Bray, 2004) significantly increase all-cause mortality (Flegal et al., 2013). The long-term
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inefficacy of behavioral and pharmacological interventions to achieve significant but also
sustained weight loss (Jensen et al., 2014) highlights the need for innovative approaches to
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improve control of body weight.

Obesity is associated with increased responsiveness to food stimuli (Nijs et al.,
2010), attenuated inhibitory control (Bartholdy et al., 2016; Hege et al., 2015; Lavagnino et
al., 2016) and increased intake of high-calorie and energy-dense palatable food (Berthoud
and Zheng, 2012). On the neural level, obese individuals display hyperactivity in response
to food stimuli in brain areas associated with reward, emotion, interoception and gustatory
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processing (e.g., striatum, orbitofrontal cortex, insula and amygdala), whereas the activity
of areas that mediate cognitive control, particularly inhibitory control, is attenuated (e.g.
Batterink et al., 2010; Le et al., 2007, 2006; Volkow et al., 2009; for review see Carnell et
al., 2012). Thus, obesity is associated with reduced activity of the left dorsolateral
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prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and the left insula in response to food images (Brooks et al.,
2013), suggesting that improving the functionality of prefrontal cognitive control regions
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in obese individuals may help prevent overeating. Fittingly, self-control of food choice
depends on a prefrontal network with the dlPFC as a core hub (Hollmann et al., 2012;
Yokum and Stice, 2013), and successful dieting is associated with increased activation of
the superior frontal gyrus as well as the dlPFC in response to food images and to food
intake (DelParigi et al., 2007; Jensen & Kirwan, 2015; Le et al., 2007). Frontocortical
activation has also been reported to be stronger in obese subjects capable of maintaining
decreased body weight (McCaffery et al., 2009). Hare and coworkers (2009) found that the
dlPFC exerts top-down control over the ventromedial prefrontal PFC (vmPFC), which
processes the subjective value of food items. In accordance, activity of the dlPFC, but also
vmPFC and dorsomedial PFC as well as dlPFC-vmPFC connectivity predicts the success
of dietary weight-loss interventions (Weygandt et al., 2013, 2015).
3
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Neurofeedback based on real-time functional magnetic resonance imaging (rtfMRI) provides online feedback of brain activity and enables volitional regulation of the
activity of circumscribed brain areas (Weiskopf, 2012; Weiskopf et al., 2007).
Furthermore, rt-fMRI neurofeedback can induce behavioral effects in healthy but also
clinical populations (for recent reviews see Sitaram et al., 2017; Thibault et al., 2017). We
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have recently demonstrated in pilot experiments that obese individuals are able to selfregulate disorder-specific brain areas and networks (Frank et al., 2012; Spetter et al.,
2017). Therefore, in the present clinical trial we implemented a neurofeedback protocol to
up-regulate dlPFC activity and, consequently, improve self-regulation of eating in the
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presence of food cues.

Of particular relevance for our approach was the inclusion of a suitable control
condition. To date, most clinical rt-fMRI neurofeedback studies have either relinquished a
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control group or applied mental imagery or sham feedback, i.e., simulated feedback or prerecorded feedback of another participant (see Thibault et al., 2017). Due to absent
contingency between the participant’s mental efforts and the provided feedback, such
approaches can strongly reduce motivation (Johnson et al., 2012). In line with recent
clinical neurofeedback trials (e.g., Mehler et al., 2018; Young et al., 2017), we decided to
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provide feedback from regions that are not primarily related to control of eating behavior.
While our intervention group received feedback on dlPFC activity (dlPFC group), the
control group received feedback from primary and secondary visual cortex (VC/control
group), an area that has already been successfully used as a target of rt-fMRI
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neurofeedback training (Scharnowski et al., 2012; Shibata et al., 2011). Behavioral effects
of the training were assessed by questionnaire and real-life food choice tasks. Based on our
previous studies (Spetter et al., 2017) we hypothesized that participants are able to up-
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regulate dlPFC activity after one session of neurofeedback training, with associated
changes in food choices and preferences. In the participants of the control group, we
expected up-regulation of visual areas, but no effect on food choices or food evaluation.
We also expected increased activity in insula and striatum across groups because these
areas respond to neurofeedback training independent of the target region (Emmert et al.,
2016).

4
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2 Methods
2.1

Participants

Participants were recruited from the community via announcements and e-mail lists.
Eligibility was ensured by a telephone screening and a subsequent session (see below).
Inclusion criteria were body mass index (BMI) between 25 and 40 kg/m², elevated body
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fat, no weight loss of over 5 kg within three months before screening, no eating disorders,
psychiatric or neurological diseases, no drug or alcohol abuse, no smoking and no
contraindications for MRI, e.g., metallic parts in the body or claustrophobia. In total, forty
overweight or obese but otherwise healthy subjects were enrolled in the study, yielding 35
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complete data sets after dropouts (see Figure 1 for CONSORT flow diagram). Each
participant gave written informed consent and received a financial compensation of 100 €
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for attending all sessions or 10 €/h in case of discontinuation. The study protocol was
approved by the local ethics committee and registered under NCT02148770 on
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clinicaltrials.gov.

Figure 1. CONSORT flow diagram.

After inclusion, participants were randomly allocated to the dlPFC or VC group using a
minimization program (South East Wales Trials Unit; SEWTU) that balanced the groups
for sex and responses in the Eating Disorder Examination questionnaire (EDE-Q; Hilbert
& Tuschen-Caffier, 2011). Baseline characteristics of both groups are shown in Table 1 of
the Results section.
5
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2.2 Study design
We applied a randomized controlled between-subjects design including three
appointments, i.e., a two-hour screening session, the rt-fMRI neurofeedback session and a
follow-up session four weeks after the neurofeedback session (Figure 2). All three sessions
took part in the morning. Participants were instructed to attend the lab in the fasted state,
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and upon arrival of the subject, we ensured that she/he had abstained from food intake for
at least two hours. Participants moreover completed visual analogue scales assessing
hunger and satiety. Subjects were blinded with regard to which group they belonged to and
were unblinded only after they had completed the study. Due to the experimental setup it
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was not possible to also blind the experimenters during the neurofeedback session.
However, behavioral assessments at screening and follow-up were conducted by an
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experimenter blinded to group assignments.
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Figure 2. Study design. Participants underwent three experimental sessions, i.e., screening, neurofeedback
session and a follow-up session four weeks after the neurofeedback session.

2.2.1 Screening session

EP

In the screening session, a blood sample was drawn to determine fasting blood glucose,
insulin and cholesterol. Hb1Ac values were obtained to exclude subjects with impaired
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glucose homeostasis or diabetes. Body height and weight were assessed and body
composition was determined via bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA; BIA 2000-M, Data
Input GmbH, Pöcking, Germany) and subjects were included if their body fat content was
above the 90th percentile. A screening questionnaire to assess demographic variables and
check for potential exclusion criteria, the EDE-Q (Hilbert & Tuschen-Caffier, 2011), the
Power of Food Scale (PFS; Lowe & Butryn, 2007) and the German version of the Three
Factor Eating Questionnaire (TFEQ) - Fragebogen zum Essverhalten (FEV; Pudel &
Westenhoefer, 1989) were filled in.

Food rating task

6
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A computer task divided in three parts was performed (food rating task). Participants first
rated the subjective tastiness and healthiness of 50 high-calorie (e.g., fries or chocolate
bars) and 45 low-calorie food items (e.g., fruits and vegetables) in two separate blocks on a
5-point scale (1 = not at all tasty/very unhealthy, 2 = not tasty/unhealthy, 3 = neutral, 4 =
tasty/healthy, 5 very tasty/healthy). Based on the healthiness and tastiness rating a
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personalized neutral reference item was selected (item rated neutral in both taste and
health). In a following choice task, first this reference item was shown and then
participants had to indicate for all 95 food pictures how much they preferred to eat this
item compared to the neutral reference food on a 5-point choice scale (1 = not at all, 2 = a
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little, 3 = neutral, 4 = much, 5 = very much). For stimulus presentation, the software
Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc, www.neurobs.com) was used and food images
were taken from a standardized picture set (http://nutritionalneuroscience.eu; Charbonnier
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et al., 2015). The task was based on the behavioral task designed by Hare et al. (2009) to
evaluate self-control in the context of food choices.

Snack test

For the covert investigation of snack intake, three plates were placed on a table that
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contained snacks different in taste but roughly comparable in calorie content and
macronutrient composition. They were labeled snack A, B, and C, respectively. The three
types were, “TUC Cracker Classic” (salty/savoury taste; Griesson-de Beukelaer, Polch,
Germany, 488 kcal/100 g), “Rice Waffles” (bland taste; Continental Bakeries B.V.,
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Dordrecht, The Netherlands, 389 kcal/100 g), and “Double Chocolate Cookies” (sweet
taste; EDEKA, Hamburg, Germany, 503 kcal/100 g), all broken down into bite-sized
pieces. Of each variety a considerable amount could be eaten without the plates appearing
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empty, to ensure that participants would not restrict snack intake based on whether the
experimenter could see how much had been consumed. In addition, a glass of water was
provided. The participant was instructed to taste and rate each type of cookie on a visual
analogue scale assessing palatability, sweetness, saltiness and sourness, anchored at 0 (not
at all) and 10 cm (very palatable/sweet/salty). The importance of giving accurate ratings
was emphasized and participants were informed that during and after completion of the
rating task they could eat as many snacks as they liked because any remaining snacks
would be discarded, and were left alone for 10 min. Snack intake was covertly measured
by weighing before and after the test without awareness of the participant. This test to
measure casual food intake is based on work by Higgs et al., (2008) and has repeatedly
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been successfully applied to assess changes in food intake (e.g., Hallschmid et al., 2012;
Ott et al., 2013)

2.2.2 Neurofeedback session
At the start of the neurofeedback session, participants filled in an MRI safety
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questionnaire, the German short version of the Profile of Mood States (POMS, McNair,
Lorr, & Droppleman, 1981) and a questionnaire assessing expectations and motivation
towards the neurofeedback training. The MRI session was divided into two parts. First, a
functional scan was conducted, during which participants performed a simple binary food
selection task, followed by an anatomical MRI measurement. Afterwards the participants

SC

left the scanner for the instructions on the neurofeedback training. Then the second part of
the MRI session began, consisting of a functional localizer, the neurofeedback training and
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again the food selection task. Finally, the participant left the scanner for good and the
session ended with two more questionnaires (debriefing questionnaire and POMS) and the
snack test.

Food selection task (pre and post neurofeedback)

This task was used to assess behavioral effects of the intervention. It consisted of 48 trials,
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in which a high-calorie and a low-calorie food picture were presented next to each other on
a screen for 5 sec. Participants had to decide via button press which food they preferred to
eat at this moment without considering calories or health aspects. The food pictures (24

EP

high- and 24 low-calorie food items) displayed were selected individually based on the
highest ratings in tastiness given by the participant during the screening session in the food
rating task. Stimuli were presented on a screen using the program Psychtoolbox on Matlab
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(The Mathworks Inc, Natick, MA).

Functional localizer

The functional localizer was performed to individually determine the region of interest
(ROI) for the neurofeedback training, i.e., left dlPFC or VC. In the functional localizer
session, the participant saw pictures of personalised tempting palatable foods (based on
taste ratings of the food rating task) and was instructed to down-regulate the urge for food.
Hollmann et al., (2012) have reported stable dlPFC activation using this approach. For the
functional localizer, the same procedure as for the neurofeedback training (see below) was
used but with less trials and without providing feedback. It consisted of three trials of
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regulation and passive viewing (each 30s) interspered with rest blocks of 12 sec. After
running the localizer, the computed statistical map was used to select the dlPFC (contrast
up-regulation minus viewing) or VC (contrast up-regulation minus rest). A rectangular box
extending over 3 slices was drawn in the left dlPFC or bilateral VC, respectively. Only
voxels (clusters) exceeding a statistical threshold of t=3.1 within the box were used for the
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training ROIs (see Figure 3 for the individual training ROIs). Another box of voxels with
individually comparable size in white matter parietal regions was selected as a second ROI
(ROI 2). The signal of ROI 2 was later used to control for global fluctuations of the blood
oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal and other unspecific effects from the feedback
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signal.

Figure 3. Average rt-fMRI neurofeedback ROIs. Average ROI selection in (A) the dlPFC group and (B) the VC
group based on the functional localizer. The corresponding ROI masks were normalized into MNI space.
Overlapping voxels are color coded activation map (blue-light green).

Neurofeedback training
Participants received standardized information and instruction based on Greer et al. (2014).
They were told that the goal of the training was to increase activation of a specific brain
area while they viewed pictures of tempting palatable foods. No specific self-regulation
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strategies were recommended (although participants might have been primed by the
instructions given at the functional localizer session). Participants were rather encouraged
to try out their own mental strategies and learn by trial and error how to increase the
feedback signal, which represented the BOLD signal in the training ROI. Respective
questionnaire responses indicated that participants indeed used different cognitive
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strategies to up-regulate brain activity (although often relying on mentally depreciating the
viewed food items; Table S1), which is in line with previous observations that providing
subjects with explicit cognitive strategies is not mandatory for successful regulation
(Birbaumer et al., 2013; Shibata et al., 2011). Participants were also instructed to avoid
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motor or respiratory strategies and to consider that the feedback signal was approximately
4 to 6 sec delayed (i.e., by the physiological delay of the BOLD response).
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– Insert Supplementary Table S1 here –

After subjects had re-entered the scanner and completed the functional localizer,
neurofeedback training started. There were three training runs of 9 minutes with a short
break after each run. Each run comprised six trials of 30 sec passive viewing and 30 sec
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up-regulation of the training ROI, with a 12 sec rest period in-between and after each trial.
During up-regulation and passive viewing, individually chosen high-calorie food pictures
were presented that had received the highest palatability ratings during the screening
session. Two black thermometer symbols on the left and respectively right side of the food

EP

picture provided feedback on the BOLD signal and a symbol next to the thermometer
images indicated the type of the task (a plus sign during passive viewing and an upward
arrow during up-regulation). Whenever the BOLD response of the training ROI increased
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by 0.05 percent compared to the passive-viewing condition, the thermometer bars rose by
one of its ten levels. In order to adhere to operant learning principles (Sherlin et al., 2011;
Strehl, 2014), this feedback threshold was individually adapted after each run depending
on individual performance. If performance was so strong that the thermometer bar reached
its limit, the threshold was increased stepwise to 0.075 or 0.1 percentage signal change per
bin. This procedure implicated a maximal percent signal change (PSC) ranging between
0.5 and 1.0 percent; more details on the PSC calcuation are given in section 2.4.2. During
passive viewing, the same pictures as during up-regulation were presented, but no feedback
signal was presented (i.e., the thermometer bars were empty and did not change) and
participants were told to view the food picture without trying to regulate. Stimuli were
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presented on a screen via a computer interface using the program Psychtoolbox on Matlab
(see Figure 4). After neurofeedback training, participants again performed the food
selection task while their brain responses were recorded to measure immediate effects of
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the training.
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Figure 4. rt-fMRI neurofeedback training. BOLD signals were acquired via fMRI scans, processed in realtime using Turbo-BrainVoyager (v3.2; Brain Innovation B.V., Maastricht, The Netherlands) and presented as
visual feedback on a stimulation computer. Visual feedback was provided only during up-regulation blocks
in the form of thermometer bars indicating increases of the BOLD signal in the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex or visual cortex. During up-regulation blocks, participants were instructed to increase the
thermometer bars, whereas during viewing blocks, they were instructed to passively look at the pictures
without trying to increase the thermometer bars. Depicted in the figure are examples of visual stimuli
shown during passive viewing, rest and up-regulation.

2.2.3 Follow-up session
The follow-up session was scheduled four weeks after the neurofeedback training (with
some participants returning after five or six weeks due to individual time constraints). In
general, the procedure of the follow-up session resembled that of the screening session. To
measure long-term effects of neurofeedback, body composition and BMI were assessed
again. Also, participants performed the food rating task and the snack test and completed
the EDE as well as a questionnaire evaluating the neurofeedback training.
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2.3 MRI acquisition
Functional and structural MRI images were obtained on a 3-Tesla MRI scanner (Siemens
Magnetom Prisma, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a 20-channel
head coil (Siemens Magnetom Tim TRIO, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). For
the T1-weighted anatomical scan the following parameters were used: repetition time (TR)
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= 2300 ms, echo time (TE) = 4.18 ms, flip angle = 9°, field of view (FOV) = 256 × 256
mm, 176 axial slices and voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm³. Functional images of the functional
localizer and the neurofeedback runs were acquired with an EPI sequence using the
following parameters: TR = 1500 ms, TE = 30 ms, adjusted flip angle = 79°, matrix size =

SC

64 × 64, and 20 slices with a thickness of 4 mm and a gap of 13%, resulting in a voxel size
of 3.5 × 3.5 × 4.52 mm³. For the functional images obtained during the food selection task
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we used a whole brain coverage (40 slices) with the parameters: TR = 2500 ms, TE = 30
ms, flip angle = 70°, matrix size = 64 × 64 and 40 slices with a sickness of 3 mm and a gap
of 20%, resulting in a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3.6 mm³.

2.4 Data processing and analysis

We applied a pre-specified analysis plan as stipulated within the framework of the
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BRAINTRAIN consortium (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02148770). For online
rt-fMRI data processing the software Turbo-BrainVoyager (v3.2; Brain Innovation B.V.,
Maastricht, The Netherlands) was used. Offline preprocessing and analyses of the imaging
data were performed with SPM 12 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London,
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UK) and the CONN toolbox (version 17.f., Whitfield-Gabrieli & Nieto-Castanon, 2012;
http://www.nitrc.org/projects/conn) implemented in Matlab 2016b (The Mathworks Inc.,
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Natick, MA, USA). Questionnaires and behavioral data were analyzed using IBM SPSS
Statistics 22 (Armonk, NY, USA). All behavioral tests and questionnaires were checked
for normality using Shapiro-Wilk tests and histograms. In case of violation of the
normality assumption, non-parametric tests were applied. Outliers were removed from
analyses if they exceeded 3 SDs from the mean. Data are presented as means ± standard
errors of the mean (SEM) except indicated otherwise. For all behavioral analyses a p-value
below 0.05 was considered significant and in case of multiple testing Bonferroni correction
was applied.
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2.4.1 Analysis of the food rating task
The food rating task comprised three ratings (healthiness, tastiness and choice ratings)
given at two time points (screening and follow-up). To analyze the effects of
neurofeedback on food evaluation, mean healthiness and tastiness scores for high- and
low-calorie food items, respectively, were compared between screening and follow-up. To
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analyze the effects on food choices, the percentage of times the participant chose the food
item over the neutral reference food item (yes-decision; choice rating > 3) was calculated
for high- and low-calorie food items and compared between screening and follow-up. To
further analyze food choices, the percentage of yes-decisions was separately calculated for
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preferred (tastiness ratings > 3) high-calorie and non-preferred (tastiness ratings < 3) lowcalorie food items, and compared between screening and follow-up. In order to render
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results at screening and follow-up comparable, percentages of yes-decisions at follow-up
were calculated also relative to the total number of choices in the corresponding category
during screening. Mixed ANOVAs with the between-subject factor group and the withinsubject factors time and calorie content were performed to determine if the evaluation and
choices of high- and low-calorie food items changed from screening to follow-up.
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2.4.2 Real-time fMRI data processing (online analysis)
During neurofeedback training the functional images were exported from the MRI console
computer to another computer using a shared folder and analyzed in real time using the
software TBV. On-line realignment, spatial smoothing (9 mm) and drift removal were

EP

performed and to avoid T1 saturation effects, the first ten images were excluded from the
analysis. Using a General Linear Model (GLM) statistical maps were incrementally
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computed and updated. During neurofeedback training the mean BOLD signal from the
training ROI and ROI 2 (control region) was extracted and the feedback signal (FB) was
computed as the difference between the two ROI time-courses, normalized to the passive
viewing condition using the formula:
=

BOLDupreg − BOLDview
−
training ROI BOLDview

training ROI

ROI 2

BOLDupreg − BOLDview
ROI 2 BOLDview

100

BOLDupreg represents the moving average over the last 4 TRs (6 sec) of the BOLD signal
during the up-regulation condition, and BOLDview the mean BOLD signal of the previous
phase of the passive viewing condition with a baseline shift of 4 TRs, thus reflecting the
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averaged time series of the last 16 scans of the passive viewing condition. To convert the
FB value to a scale from 0 to 10, a maximum PSC between 0.5 and 1 percent was used (see
section 2.2.2). The feedback signal was converted into a thermometer image and sent to the
stimulation computer. The image was continuously updated during presentation after each
TR (every 1.5 sec; see Figure 4).
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2.4.3 Self-regulation performance

To analyze if participants in both groups successfully up-regulated activity in the training
ROI, BOLD time series were extracted from the individual training ROI and ROI 2 of each
participant. For the localizer and each neurofeedback run the BOLD signal during up-
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regulation and passive viewing was averaged over trials (discarding the first 4 scans of
each trial to avoid effects of visually induced activity), and for both ROIs separate mean
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PSCs during up-regulation normalized to the passive viewing condition were calculated.
The mean PSC of the ROI 2 was then subtracted from the PSC of the training ROI,
resulting in a differential mean PSC (PSCdiff) for each participant in each neurofeedback
run.

2.4.4 Analysis of brain activity during neurofeedback and food selection task
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(offline analysis)

Standard preprocessing steps were performed (realignment, coregistration, normalization,
9-mm smoothing and high-pass filtering). Then two separate GLMs for neurofeedback
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regulation as well as for the food selection task were calculated for each participant,
including regressors for the task as well as the realignment parameters as regressors of no
interest. The model for neurofeedback regulation included the factors neurofeedback run
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and up-regulation vs. passive viewing and the model for the food selection task the factors
choice (high- vs. low-calorie) and time. Afterwards whole brain second-level full factorial
models with the within-subject factors neurofeedback run/time and the between-subject
factor group including BMI and age as covariates were calculated. Results were considered
significant at p<0.05 FWE-corrected on cluster level. The primary voxel level threshold
was set at p<0.001 uncorrected. Due to head movements exceeding 3 mm, two further
participants, one from each group, were excluded from the offline fMRI analyses.

2.4.5 Analysis of functional connectivity (offline analysis)
Analyses of functional connectivity relied on bivariate correlations with hrf-weighting to
define specific weights within conditions. We first denoised the functional images using
14
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the default settings of the CONN toolbox, including time courses of white matter and CSF
BOLD signals, six realignment parameters and linear detrending. Main task effects were
regressed out and a high-pass filter (0.008 Hz) was applied to remove physiological
artifacts.
Functional connectivity ROIs comprised parts of the food appetitive network, areas
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that mediate self-control of eating behavior as well as brain areas involved in
neurofeedback processing and self-regulation (anterior cingulate cortex, dorsal striatum,
ventral striatum, dlPFC (BA46), insula, thalamus, inferior and superior parietal cortex,
lateral occipital cortex, and vmPFC; Emmert et al., 2016; Sitaram et al., 2017). Most of the
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ROIs were anatomically selected using the Automated Anatomically Labeling atlas
(AAL2; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). The vmPFC was defined according to Hare et al.,
(2009). Only dlPFC and VC (i.e., the training ROIs) were defined using the pre-training
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functional localizer (see 2.2.2 Neurofeedback session/Functional localizer). Since location
and extension (number of voxels) of the dlPFC and visual areas slightly differed between
subjects, we defined common dlPFC and visual area ROIs for the experimental and,
respectively, control group (see Figure 3).

In order to investigate regulation-specific connectivity patterns, we compared the
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up-regulation condition with the passive viewing condition independent of groups using
first-level connectivity measures, with age and BMI as covariates. Moreover, we compared
the dlPFC and the control group using a 2×2 mixed ANOVA with the between-subjects
factor group and the within-subjects factor condition. In all second-level analyses, only
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FDR-corrected p-values were considered significant.
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3 Results
3.1 Feasibility and self-regulation performance
More than two thirds of the participants who attended the screening session were eligible
for the study; only a few participants quit the study after screening or during
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neurofeedback, and all participants who finished neurofeedback also took part in the
follow-up session (Figure 1), indicating high feasibility of our approach (see also 3.7).
Participants of both groups successfully up-regulated activity in the individual
training ROIs (Figure 5). There was a significant time effect (F(1, 33) = 4.407, p < 0.01),
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indicating an increase in PSCdiff from the localizer session to the neurofeedback runs.
There was no significant group effect and no respective interaction (p > 0.05). Contrast
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analyses revealed a significant difference between the localizer and the three
neurofeedback runs (p < 0.05), but no significant difference between the neurofeedback
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runs, neither across nor for the individual groups.

Figure 5. Regulation performance. Bars depict mean BOLD percent signal change (± SEM) in the individual
training ROIs of the two groups for the localizer session and the neurofeedback runs; * p < 0.05.

Debriefing questionnaires indicated that neither directly after neurofeedback (52.94%) nor
in the follow-up session (55.88%) participants were able to detect above chance levels if
they were in the dlPFC or the VC group.
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3.2 Brain activation during neurofeedback (offline analysis)
The main effect of regulation (up-regulation – viewing) revealed a large significant cluster
in the bilateral anterior insula extending to bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, thalamus and
dorsal striatum and the right dlPFC. In addition, we found significant clusters in temporooccipital areas comprising the right superior temporal gyrus and bilateral middle temporal
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gyrus, extending to the middle occipital gyrus, i.e., the training ROI of the VC group.
Moreover, a significant effect was observed in the left dlPFC, i.e., the training ROI of the
dlPFC group. When comparing passive viewing with up-regulation, activation in the
vmPFC as well as in the bilateral precuneus and angular gyrus (all p < 0.05, FWE-
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corrected, k > 10 voxel) was observed. However, there were no significant group, time or
interaction effects. Explorative group-specific analyses indicated that only the VC group,
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but not the dlPFC group showed a significant effect in the middle occipital gyrus, i.e., the
training ROI of the VC group. Figure 6 and Tables S2-4 depict the main effect of upregulation and simple main effects for both groups collapsed across all neurofeedback runs
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in a random-effects whole-brain analysis.
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Figure 6. Main effect of rt-fMRI up-regulation training. Activation maps of up-regulation vs. passive
viewing (orange-yellow) and the reversed contrast (blue-green) collapsed across all neurofeedback runs (p<
0.05, FWE-corrected; k > 10) plotted on a high-resolution anatomical T1-weighted template and displayed in
neurological convention. Bottom panels depict average beta estimates and standard errors of the contrast
up-regulation vs. passive viewing for all neurofeedback runs in dlPFC, visual cortex, insula and striatum.
Coordinates in MNI; * p < 0.05 FWE-corrected and Bonferroni-corrected for number of tests (i.e., 36).
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– Insert Supplementary Tables S2-4 around here –

3.3 Functional connectivity during neurofeedback (offline analysis)
Across groups, we found significantly increased connectivity between the left dlPFC and
vmPFC during up-regulation compared to passing viewing (t(30) = 3.60, p = 0.003).
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Further significant positive connectivities were observed between left dlPFC and ACC
(t(30) = 4.42, p = 0.0005) and between left dlPFC and ventral striatum (t(30) = 2.57, p =
0.024). A negative relationship was found between left dlPFC and inferior parietal cortex
(t(30) = -5.03, p = 0.0003), superior parietal cortex (t(30) = -2.93, p = 0.011), right BA46
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(t(30) = -4.75, p = 0.0003), lateral occipital cortex (t(30) = -3.64, p = 0.003), and right
insula (t(30) = -3.23, p = 0.006; see Figure 7). Comparisons between groups did not yield
significant differences in connectivity. Although we found a trend towards stronger
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negative functional connectivity between dlPFC and right insula in the dlPFC compared to
the VC group (r = -0.33 vs. r = -0.11, p = 0.10), these results indicate similar network
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patterns in both groups.
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Figure 7. Task-based functional connectivity during up-regulation versus passive viewing independent of
group. (A) h-values (h) correspond to Fisher-z transformed pairwise correlations, (B) p values (p) correspond
to FDR-corrected p values.

3.4 Food selection task
On a behavioral level, participants of both groups made less high-calorie selections directly
after the neurofeedback training (dlPFC group: 29.71 ± 4.22%; VC group: 19.42 ± 4.88%)
compared to before the training (dlPFC group: 42.78 ± 4.72%; VC group: 43.79 ± 5.39%),
as confirmed by a significant effect of time (F(1, 30) = 33.875, p < 0.05). There was no
significant group effect and only a trend-wise time × group interaction (F(1, 30) = 3.324, p
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= 0.10) suggesting that the decrease was slightly stronger in the VC group (Figure 8A).
Due to technical problems data of three participants were missing for this task.
On the neural level, we did not find a group or group interaction effect. However,
we identified stronger activation within the ventral anterior cingulate cortex extending to
the dorsomedial PFC for the differential effect of high- vs. low-calorie food choices after
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neurofeedback training compared to before, as indicated by a significant time × choice
interaction (F(1,118) = 16.03, p < 0.05, FWE-corrected, k = 176) and a significant effect of
high-calorie compared to low-calorie food choices in the post-training measurement,
(T(1,118) = 4.96, p < 0.00001, FWE-corrected, k = 755). Moreover, this activation
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extended into the vmPFC (Figure 8B).
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Figure 8. Results of the food selection task. (A) Percentage of high-calorie food choices before and after
neurofeedback (* p < 0.05). (B) fMRI results showing the time × calorie interaction effect. For the purpose
of presentation, activation of both groups is shown at an uncorrected p < 0.001 and plotted on a highresolution anatomical T1-weighted template and displayed in neurological convention. Bottom panels show
average beta estimates and standard errors for the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC);* p < 0.05 FWEcorrected.

3.5 Food rating task
Across both sessions participants of both groups rated high-calorie pictures as less healthy
than low-calorie pictures (F(1, 33) = 1479.106, p < 0.001). No other main effects or
interactions were significant with regard to healthiness ratings.
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Both groups rated high-calorie items as less palatable during the follow-up session (dlPFC
group: 3.30 ± 0.11; VC-group: 3.16 ± 0.11) compared to the screening session (dlPFC
group: 3.62 ± 0.12; VC group: 3.48 ± 0.08; Figure 9A), as also indicated by a significant
main effect of time F(1, 33) = 32.573, p < 0.0001, a significant main effect of calorie
content, F(1, 33) = 40.056, p < 0.0001, and a significant time × calorie content interaction,
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F(1, 33) = 21.637, p < .0001. Simple main effects confirmed that the time × calorie content
interaction was driven by a significant time effect for high-calorie food items (F(1, 33) =
4.990, p < 0.05). No group effects and no interactions with the factor group were observed.
With regard to food choices, both groups chose less high-calorie items during the
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follow-up session (dlPFC group: 42.50 ± 4.96%; VC-group: 33.89 ± 4.54%) compared to
the screening session (dlPFC-group: 46.63 ± 5.48%; VC-group: 42.84 ± 4.68%; Figure
9B), as confirmed by a significant main effect of calorie content (F(1, 33) = 58.557, p <
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0.001), a significant time × calorie content interaction (F(1, 33) = 10.527, p < 0.005), and
simple main effects showing that the interaction was driven by a time effect for highcalorie food items (F(1, 33) = 5.843, p < 0.05). There were no significant time effects or
group effects, no significant interactions between these factors, and no significant threeway interactions. As there were almost no yes-decisions for non-preferred low-calorie food
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items, only percentages of yes-decisions for preferred high-calorie food items were
analyzed. Both groups made less yes-decisions for high-calorie food items that they
preferred during the follow-up session (dlPFC-group: 61.19 ± 6.50%; VC-group: 51.26 ±
7.24 %) compared to the screening session (dlPFC-group: 70.63 ± 6.60%; VC-group:

EP

69.03 ± 5.45%; F(1, 33) = 10.826, p < 0.005 for time). No group effects or interaction
effects were found.

In exploratory post-hoc analyses, we calculated correlation coefficients between
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training-induced changes in functional connectivity and effects on food ratings and food
intake. We found that across groups, the changes in rated palatability of high-calorie food
items in the follow-up session and in functional connectivity of dlPFC and insula activity
during regulation were significantly correlated (r = -0.506, p = 0.003; Bonferronicorrected), indicating that the stronger the coupling between dlPFC and right insula, the
stronger the decrease in rated palatability of high-calorie food items.
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Figure 9. Results of the food rating task. Mean (A) palatability ratings and (B) percentages of yes-decisions
for high and low-calorie food items during screening and the follow-up session; * p < 0.05.

3.6 Food intake

As snack intake results were not normally distributed, we calculated a mixed ANOVA on
ranks with the between-factor group and the within-factors time and taste. We found that
across the three sessions, participants ate more chocolate cookies than neutral and salty
snacks (F(2, 62) = 99.464, p < 0.0001 for main effect of taste in contrast analyses). There
were no other significant main effects or interactions with regard to snack intake.
Participants also rated the palatability and how often they would choose the
respective snack if asked to. Directly after neurofeedback and at follow-up compared to
screening, they rated the chocolate cookies as less palatable (F(2, 60) = 5.455, p < 0.01 for
taste and F(4, 120) = 4.714, p < 0.005 for time × taste interaction). The same pattern was
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observed for the choice rating (F(2, 64) = 6.752, p < 0.01 and F(4, 128) = 5.749, p < 0.005,
all Greenhouse-Geisser-corrected). Simple main effects confirmed that the interaction
effects were driven by the chocolate cookies (F(2, 62) = 7.066, p < 0.005, and,
respectively, F(2, 64) = 6.864, p < 0.005, for time). Moreover, participants would have
chosen less of the chocolate and more of the rice snacks after neurofeedback compared to
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screening (F(2, 66) = 3.468, p < 0.05, for simple main effect of rice snacks; see Table S5).
– Insert Supplementary Table S5 here –

3.7 Body composition and eating-related questionnaires
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Table 1 summarizes body composition and questionnaire results of both groups at
screening and the follow-up session. There were no significant differences between groups,
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these measures (all p> 0.05).
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and neither the VC nor the dlPFC group showed a significant change over time in any of
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Table 1. Body composition and questionnaire results of both groups.

VC group

t

p

(M ± SEM)

(M ± SEM)

N

16 (4 male)

19 (5 male)

Age (years)

29.25 ± 1.93

32.58 ± 2.85

-0.93

0.360

Height (cm)

170 ± 2.34

170.9 ± 2.06

-0.29

0.775

Weight (kg)

91.03 ± 2.58

91.5 ± 2.44

-0.13

0.897

Weight (kg; follow-up)

91.38 ± 2.89

91.37 ± 2.47

0.02

0.999

BMI (kg/m²)

31.63 ± 0.91

31.25 ± 0.56

0.37

0.715

BMI (kg/m²; follow-up)

31.64 ± 0.94

31.32 ± 0.53

0.31

0.756

Body fat (%)

38.43 ± 1.64

37.15 ± 1.40

0.60

0.555

Body fat (%; follow-up)

38.76 ± 1.54

37.23 ± 1.39

0.74

0.466

FEV: Cognitive restraint

8.63 ± 1.02

8.16 ± 1.01

0.32

0.748

FEV: Disinhibition

7.44 ± 0.72

8.78 ± 0.94

-1.11

0.278

FEV: Hunger

7.06 ± 0.82

7.26 ± 0.98

-0.15

0.879

FEV: Total

23.13 ± 1.86

23.94 ± 1.19

-0.28

0.748

PFS: Food available

15.56 ± 1.29

14.26 ± 1.19

0.74

0.464

PFS: Food present

13.31 ± 0.68

11.63 ± 0.90

1.45

0.158

17.63 ± 0.83

15.68 ± 0.83

1.65

0.109

46.50 ± 2.32

41.58 ± 2.68

1.36

0.182

1.36 ± 0.29

1.40 ± 0.29

-0.91

0.928

0.99 ± 0.24

1.05 ± 0.32

-0.14

0.887

EDE weight concern

3.03 ± 0.38

2.56 ± 0.31

0.96

0.344

EDE shape concern

3.39 ± 0.39

2.96 ± 0.33

0.86

0.398

EDE average

2.19 ± 0.28

1.99 ± 0.25

0.53

0.598

EDE restraint (follow-up)

1.48 ± 0.32

1.44 ± 0.32

0.07

0.943

EDE eating concern (follow-up)

1.06 ± 0.30

0.84 ± 0.26

0.56

0.579

EDE weigh concern (follow-up)

2.90 ± 0.36

2.44 ± 0.31

0.97

0.340

EDE shape concern (follow-up)

3.45 ± 0.38

3.01 ± 0.34

0.85

0.403

EDE average (follow-up)

2.22 ± 0.27

1.94 ± 0.27

0.75

0.463

PFS: Total
EDE: restraint
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dlPFC group

BMI, body mass index; FEV, Fragebogen zum Essverhalten; PFS, Power of food scale; EDE, Eating Disorder
Examination questionnaire; all values were obtained at screening except for those marked ‘follow-up’
(obtained during the follow-up session four weeks after the training).
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Hunger and satiety as assessed by visual analogue scales at the start of each session did not
differ between groups (all p > 0.40). Their results neither differed between sessions (p >
0.09) or showed interactions between the factors group and time (p > 0.31). Analyses of
the POMS questionnaire used to assess mood before and directly after neurofeedback
training indicated a decrease in the scale depression/anxiety (p < 0.005) that appeared to be
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stronger in the dlPFC group (pre, Mdn = 0.286, post, Mdn = 0.000; p < 0.01) than the VC
group (0.143 to 0.237; p= 0.096, pre, Mdn = 0.143, post, Mdn = 0.237; post-hoc Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests). No significant pre-post changes and no differences between groups
were found for the subscales vigor, fatigue or hostility. No training effects were observed

SC

for EDE scores (Table 1).

3.8 Motivation, expectation and evaluation questionnaires
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We did not find indicators of group differences in terms of motivation to take part in the
neurofeedback training inasmuch both groups reported to be highly motivated (dlPFC
group, 4.46 ± 0.20; VC group, 4.63 ± 0.13 on a 5-point scale). However, there was a
significant difference regarding individual expectations towards the training, with the VC
group reporting greater expectations than the dlPFC group (3.57 ± 0.16 vs. 2.84 ± 0.19,
t(27) = -2.97; p < 0.01). The groups did not differ in their evaluation of the neurofeedback
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training at follow-up. They rated the neurofeedback training to be sufficiently efficient
(dlPFC group, 2.55 ± 0.16; VC group, 2.50 ± 0.18 on a 5-point scale) and highly enjoyable
(dlPFC group, 4.31 ± 0.13; VC group, 4.37 ± 0.14).

EP

Scores on the expectation scale correlated negatively with screening vs. follow-up
differences in the choice of preferred high-calorie items (r = -0.506, p = 0.0051;
Bonferroni-corrected). Separate analyses revealed that these correlations were more
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pronounced in the VC group (r = -0.679, p = 0.0054) while correlations were not
significant, after Bonferroni-correction, for the dlPFC group.
Eight of the 16 participants of the dlPFC group and eight of the 19 participants of

the VC group reported at follow-up to have used also in daily life the strategies applied
during neurofeedback training. Five participants of the dlPFC group and one participant of
the VC group reported to have used other strategies.
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4 Discussion
Our study demonstrates the feasibility and efficacy of rt-fMRI neurofeedback to improve
food intake control in overweight and obese subjects; one session of neurofeedback
training enabled participants to up-regulate dlPFC activity when confronted with palatable
food items. The control group exhibited successful up-regulation of visual areas, the
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respective target region, but moreover also increased dlPFC activation. In both groups, we
observed an increase in functional connectivity during up-regulation between dlPFC and
areas involved in food value representation and reward processing. After training, both
groups rated pictures of high-, but not low-calorie foods as less palatable and chose them
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less frequently compared to baseline. Actual snack intake remained unchanged, but
chocolate cookies were rated as less palatable and less desirable. Self-reported expectations
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towards the neurofeedback training correlated with the decrease in preference for highcalorie foods in the control group, which might have contributed to the behavioral
improvements seen in this group.

4.1

Effects of neurofeedback training on brain activity

During up-regulation training, participants showed activation of their target ROIs that,
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however, did not increase across training runs. We also found widespread activation
changes during the regulation task in both groups, reflecting the effort to process feedback
and reinforcement and apply and dynamically update mental strategies. A network of
different brain areas was active during self-regulation, including anterior insula and dorsal
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striatum. The striatum is involved in skill as well as neurofeedback learning (Birbaumer et
al., 2013; Sitaram et al., 2017) and respective activity increases may reflect learning
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aspects of successful neurofeedback-triggered self-regulation. The anterior insula is
involved in a multitude of tasks including interoception and emotional awareness (Craig,
2009), and may also take part in reward processing during neurofeedback (Sitaram et al.,
2017). Recent studies indicate that this structure primarily contributes to monitoring rather
than self-regulating the feedback signal (Paret et al., 2018), which is in line with its role in
the salience network and, consequently, for integration of information.
The dlPFC belongs to the left central executive network; it processes working
memory contents (Bressler and Menon, 2010) and is considered a part of the
neurofeedback control network (Sitaram et al., 2017). Indeed, a broad fronto-parietal and
cingulo-opercular network of cognitive control is activated already during simple control
tasks (Ninaus et al., 2013). Activation of the dlPFC in the VC and the dlPFC group alike
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may have been due to increased efforts to follow instructions and accomplish the task in
the former in comparison to the latter group. It is also to note that alterations of visual
networks such as increased global connectivity in the VC have been observed in obese
individuals (Geha et al., 2017), along with increased resting state connectivity between
dlPFC and VC (Moreno-Lopez et al., 2016), i.e., the training ROIs of our study. It is
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therefore conceivable that the modulation of visual areas affected the activity of other brain
areas including the dlPFC, which would explain why the control group showed an effect of
up-regulation not only in the VC, but also the dlPFC. Equivocal dlPFC activation in both
groups may have triggered comparable behavioral changes, while the absence of
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incremental training effects across runs in both groups may have been due to particular
efforts to up-regulate dlPFC activity in the beginning compared to later parts of the
session. Although the dlPFC itself belongs to the neurofeedback control network, future
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studies might for example aim at down-regulation of the dlPFC as a control condition;
however, this approach may frustrate participants and therefore raise ethical concerns (see
Sorger et al., 2019; Thibault et al., 2017 for a discussion of this issue). Up to now, only few
studies (Alegria et al., 2017; Mehler et al., 2018; Young et al., 2017) have used an
approach similar to ours to assess the potential of neurofeedback in a randomized
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controlled clinical setting. That the control participants of these studies showed indicationspecific behavioral improvements after receiving neurofeedback from an unrelated brain
area is in line with our findings on neurofeedback-induced changes in food appraisal that
are discussed below.
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In analyses of network patterns, up-regulation compared to training was associated
with increased connectivity between dlPFC and vmPFC in both groups. Given that this
pattern reflects improved control of vmPFC-processed value signals by the dlPFC (Hare et
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al., 2009; Weygandt et al., 2013, 2015), our results indicate that neurofeedback training
both of the dlPFC and of visual areas may target this neural substrate of self-control. In
addition, we found significant increases in connectivity between dlPFC and ACC and,
respectively, ventral striatum, i.e., parts of the neurofeedback reward processing network
(Emmert et al., 2016; Sitaram et al., 2017). Interestingly, our results indicate that dlPFCtargeting neurofeedback training yields effects on connectivity and food choices similar to
those of our previous approach that directly targeted functional connectivity (Spetter et al.,
2017). This finding adds to the current discussion whether results of fMRI neurofeedback
protocols based on functional connectivity, which are increasingly used (Kim et al., 2015;
Koush et al., 2013; Megumi et al., 2015; Spetter et al., 2017; Yamashita et al., 2017), can
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likewise be achieved by single-ROI training approaches (e.g., Orlov et al., 2018; Papoutsi
et al., 2018; Young et al., 2018).

4.2 Behavioral effects
Immediately after neurofeedback (in the food selection task) as well as at follow-up (food
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rating task), participants reported reduced preference for high-calorie food items compared
to baseline; they also rated chocolate cookies as less desirable. This pattern was reflected
by a reduction in the number of “yes” decisions for high-calorie food items that received
very high palatability ratings. Taken together, these results, which are in line with
beneficial effects on eating behavior of transcranial direct current stimulation of dlPFC
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activity in obese subjects (Gluck et al., 2015; Heinitz et al., 2017; Montenegro et al., 2012),
suggest improved self-control during food choices after the neurofeedback intervention in
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our obese and overweight individuals. While we did not observe significant correlations
between self-regulation performance in individual training ROIs with pre-post differences
in body weight, body fat, or behavioral outcomes, the strong correlation between the
decrease in palatability ratings and functional connectivity-derived dlPFC-right insula
regulation provides a direct link between training-induced neural changes and
improvements in food intake control. Future neurofeedback studies may therefore
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specifically target this connectivity pattern. It might also be argued that behavioral
outcomes emerged as an unspecific effect of the participants’ effort to achieve the training
goals. We found distinct differences in BOLD activation between high- and low-calorie

EP

food items in the ACC extending into the vmPFC after training, possibly reflecting the
conflict between the two response alternatives (Botvinick et al., 2004). After
neurofeedback training, selection of high-calorie food images therefore might have been
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associated with greater cognitive effort during the decision phase. However, higher
activities in this region can be also related to the greater salience and reward expectance
assigned to high-calorie food items (van der Laan et al., 2011) or their greater subjective
stimulus value (Rangel, 2013), especially of items that the participants do not want to
discard.
Surprisingly, these changes did not translate into reduced calorie intake in our
covert assessment of snacking behavior when compared to baseline. Effects of anticipation
might have masked potential outcomes of neurofeedback training. While subjects were not
familiar with this task in the screening session, subjects had reason to anticipate the same
test later on (based on the repetition of other behavioral tests across sessions). In
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conjunction with physiological anticipatory responses (Power and Schulkin, 2011),
increased hunger might have counteracted any training effect in this regard. Alternatively,
although the test was performed under the assumption of a taste assessment, subjects may
have attenuated snack intake to comply with norms and social desirability, yielding
relatively comparable intake across sessions and possibly also affecting subjective ratings

RI
PT

of food palatability. Mere placebo effects of the neurofeedback interventions are less likely
considering that in both groups, only around half of the subjects assumed to undergo
efficient training.

Unspecific psychological factors play an important role in any kind of intervention

SC

or training. It has recently been shown for EEG neurofeedback that in blinded, placebocontrolled studies sham in comparison to genuine feedback can yield comparable
behavioral effects and subjective changes (Schönenberg et al., 2017; Schabus et al, 2017).
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Therefore, we took care to detect the influence of expectation and motivation on behavioral
outcomes. While both groups were highly motivated to participate, participants of the
control group showed even greater expectations towards the neurofeedback training. Posthoc correlations indeed suggest that the relatively enhanced expectance effects in the
control group might have yielded behavioral improvements on par with the effects

TE
D

obtained in the dlPFC group. Of course, this explanation is tentative and underlines the
need to control for unspecific psychological factors in rt-fMRI neurofeedback studies,
particularly when considering potential clinical applications.

EP

4.3 Limitations and future directions
The relatively limited duration of our intervention may have curbed its impact. However,
while some clinical studies showed behavioral improvements only after three to four

AC
C

training sessions (Ruiz et al., 2011), others found strong training effects after a single day
(Paret et al., 2014) or two days of training (Young et al., 2017). Also considering selfregulation performance, which in some cases even deteriorated after prolonged training
(Hohenfeld et al., 2017), optimal training duration is in need of further investigation and,
of course, may also depend on the particular target region or disorder. We did not include a
separate transfer session without feedback to evaluate training success, instead relying on a
food selection task to detect behavioral changes. For logistical reasons, the researchers in
charge of neurofeedback training were not blinded regarding the subject’s group
assignment, but behavioral assessments were conducted by a separate, blinded investigator.
As outlined above, our VC control group approach may have been too conservative
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considering that obese individuals show alterations in visual networks (Geha et al., 2017;
Moreno-Lopez et al., 2016). Alternatively, the comparable results in the dlPFC and the VC
group may indicate that it is the experience of successful neural regulation rather than
changes in a specific target region that drives behavioral improvements (Alegria et al.,
2017; Mehler et al., 2018).
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Alternative neurofeedback target regions to improve eating behavior in obesity
include emotion- and reward-processing areas like the striatum, although many of these
regions contribute to the neurofeedback learning process per se (Birbaumer et al., 2013;
Emmert et al., 2017; Sitaram et al., 2017). Moreover, overeating in obesity may derive

SC

from hyper-responsivity or diminished sensitivity of reward-processing areas (Kenny,
2011), so that such approaches bear the risk of unintended effects. In this context, a noncontrolled feasibility study in young healthy females by Ihssen and colleagues (2017) is
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worth mentioning that relied on ‘motivational neurofeedback’ from individually
determined target areas, i.e., participants were instructed to downregulate brain activity
elicited by high-calorie food cues that decreased in size if they succeeded. The authors
found significant reductions in hunger ratings after neurofeedback but did not report any
follow-up effects. Finally, less expensive forms of neurofeedback, such as EEG (Schmidt
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and Martin, 2016) or near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS; Barth et al., 2017; Hudak et al.,
2017) might be promising approaches to improve self-control in obesity and accelerate the
transfer into the clinical context. In sum, the results of this randomized controlled clinical
study suggest that neurofeedback training to improve inhibitory self-control of eating

EP

behavior could be beneficial in multimodal strategies in the treatment of obesity.
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